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1. Introduction 

 

Procrastination is considered as a phenomenon of rational thought, to postpone essential tasks 

unnecessarily until specific a deadline or completed later. It refers to the behavioural tendency to action 

despite the external adverse outcomes and inevitable negative consequences of such a delay for start and/or 

completion of decisions or actions [29]. The effects of procrastination often include negative behavioural 

aspects such as gambling, over-spending, over-eating, sexual promiscuity; it could have resulted from self-

regulation failure in the majority of people [1]. People who share procrastination behaviour tend to face at 

one point or another by ignoring unpleasant tasks. By avoiding unpleasant tasks with effort, self-kindness 

might increase towards oneself [2]. Indeed, to minimize the risk of making a mistake is a significant 

category of procrastinating people [3]. Procrastination is considered mostly a way of collecting thoughts to 

avoid failure in everyday life [4]. By establishing more motivational behaviours than avoidance, less 

avoidable behaviour is employed [2]. Besides to a positive self-image, which gives personal control 

perspective, self-deception straightens out cheats and reveal the cheaters [5]. In terms of precursors of 

procrastination, the evidence suggests that it is enough lucky to become a chronic habit [6]. 
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Previous evidence suggested that procrastination was significantly related to psychological health factors. 

At this point, the mental-physical well-being is to seek to play a role to predict the distractibility, self-

control, and achievement motivation and organization capacity [7]. Given the forgiveness of situations in 

psychological disorders like anger, anxiety, depression, and lack of satisfaction in life is accounted with 

unique variance in these disorders [8] Similarly, higher self-blame sense in the number of individuals who 

were in the unwanted end of a romantic relationship documented. However, self-blame would provide 

depression or depressive affection [9]. In addition, numerous studies discussed the traumatically effect of 

PTSD events (like physical maltreatment, sexual maltreatment, or family-of-origin issues) reduces 

forgiveness [10-12]. 

 

Two theoretical procrastination types employed in the past literatures: 1) Performance: This situation 

addressed as a conative-behavioural procrastination to postpone and complete the tasks [13], and, 2) 

Decisional procrastination: The postponing of making timely decisions hold to miss opportunities to reflect 

on possible corrective actions [14]. Herein, decisional procrastination associated with fears, self-criticism 

and self-regulated behaviours [5]. 

 

Major studies focused on the procrastination that leads to self-defeating and maladaptive behaviours. 

Indeed, it defined as a self-regulation failure behaviour by self-harming to reach one’s goals as a 

transgression against the self. So, both abuse and over-eating behaviours origin from the self-regulatory 

failures (as approach behaviours). In such a way, empirical evidence suggested that the self-critics are less 

autonomous as a mechanism to reduce motivation. By respect to self-critics, the link between self-

criticism, rumination and procrastination often mediate by self-criticism impact [15]. 

 

As mentioned, procrastination is to ignore the engagement in a specific action taking it as avoidance 

behaviour. There are essential entails to change avoidance motivation with approach motivation [2]. The 

reasons why people with a procrastination pattern can harm themselves by irrationally avoiding an intended 

task in controversial issues. Hence, self-harming behaviour in human life was highlighted with thoughtful 

and harmful difficulties to postpone tasks/action through various domains [9], while sharing the lack of 

self- forgiveness to harm themselves. However, self-forgiveness is considered as a crucial step for the 

motivation process to modify self-punishment to self-acceptance through changing behaviour for the 

success on doing well in the future, it is an effort to deal with and overcome negative affect such a guilt and 

shame, fear, anxiety or insecure feelings [9].To give the same picture, procrastination is addressed to 

decrease adverse effects and change the behaviour [9]. Consequently, when self-forgiveness increases, 

procrastination then decreases as a reverse relationship, by reducing negative affect [9]. 

 

The Problem-focused coping strategies and emotion-focused coping strategies are considered as adaptive 

strategies across forgiveness researches. Thus, the effectiveness of problem-focused coping strategies are in 

low-control situations, it allows the ventilation of associated emotions which originate from hopelessness 

and helplessness feelings [16]. Also, the multidimensional construct composed of forgiveness is based on 

self-forgiveness, other-forgiveness, and difficult situations- Forgiveness [8] have a wide range in 

emotional, social and cognitive outcomes. To distinguish forgiveness with similar activities (e.g. pardon, 

condone, excusing, or deny) taking into account the distinction inherent of each definition; hence it defines 

an individual preferred to reduce avoidance to transgressor to do harm to others and withdrawal from that 

person [17]. 
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Hall and Fincham [18] reported three fundamental steps of self-forgiveness: At the first step: a person is 

required to identify the commission of a transgression in contrast to itself and embrace transgression’s 

responsibility. Second step: he (s) must have a sense of guilt or regret, and at the last stage: the person 

ought to overcome his/her feelings, and in doing so, as previously mentioned; it would be obtainable by 

changing the motivation experience from self-punishment to self-acceptance [18]. In terms of predictions 

stem of the Affect Control Theory (ACT) people have different acts based on three primary cores within 

situations: First; individuals act in such a way that their emotions are appropriate to the situation. Hence, by 

taking a high negative affection, they might predict unacceptable situations. Second, an inability to express 

own self in the appropriate emotions, they must justify their perception of the situation. Third, an effort to 

make conditions to confirm people`s sense that they have actually about themselves in present condition 

[19]. 

 

Extending the previous work on the emotional forgiveness component e.g. adverse effects were more 

prominent within procrastination behaviour [20]. The present research in line with the numerous existing 

documents plus cognitive- behavioural component of self-forgiveness, adds an emotional element of 

procrastination as well.  

 

The literature probably evidence that the common prevalence in young people is that about 50% of the 

students showed procrastination tendencies almost all the time [21]. Such finding reported a higher 

prevalence in Iranian students, approximately 61% [22]. The students were able to reduce procrastination 

in exam preparation by replacing approach to avoidance motivation achieved by the beneficial effects in 

the academic setting as sublease of academic behaviours [2].  

 

2. Objetive 

 

The current study bridge is the link between self-forgiveness with procrastination by meditating on 

negative emotions in this group of students at the University of Tabriz by the following theoretical model. 

Hereupon, procrastination is these reasons highlight a universal behaviour in the student population, 

particularly in bachelor students who prepare to apply the crucial duties in various institutes or companies 

(Figure 1). 

 

The hypothesis of this study was the mediating role of negative emotion in the relationship between self-

forgiveness and procrastination in these students. 

 

Figure 1. Relationship between Self-Forgiveness, Negative Affect and Behavioral and Decisional 

Procrastination in Male Students in University of Tabriz 
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3. Method 

 

3.1.Participants 

 

Participants were male bachelor students in three faculties at the university of Tabriz include Faculty of 

Technical Engineering, Literature and Human Science and basic Sciences Faculties. To our knowledge, a 

total of male students in these three faculties were around 5129. Of this total, 361 students between 18- 22 

based on sample size table [23] were selected to participate by stratified random sampling model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.Procedure 

 

In the beginning information about the number of students in each group and their classes, they were asked 

to have a permission letter from professors of their faculties (University of Tabriz). Immediately, 

questionnaires distributed to the students to be completed by providing guidance. 

 

3.3.Measures 

 

General Procrastination Scales; Mann’s [27], and reproduced Ferrari et al., [24]: The General 

Procrastination Scales with a 5-item Likert-type answer to rank each item from one (low) to five (high) 

measured the procrastination in individuals. It embedded among five other conflict coping patterns in a 20-

item inventory. The total score obtained by summing up the responses of the five items. These items 

included statements “I delay making decisions until it is too late.” High ratings indicate a tendency to put 

off decisions [24]. In a study with Iranian individuals by Hosseini and Khayyer [25], the Cronbach alpha 

coefficient (.80), and a general factor for the whole scale documented. In addition, Stepwise multiple 

regression method used for validity and the reliability of Cronbach's alpha was around .83. By removing of 

eight items from the final version, the indexes for CFI =.93, and RMSEA was .06 [25]. 

 

The General Decisional Procrastination (DP) scale; Mann [27]: Decisional procrastination as postponed 

activities were measured by DP scale. Its content is alike five-item rated on a one (low) to five (high) level. 

Such “I delay making decisions until it is too late” or “I put off making decisions.” High scores showed a 

tendency to put off decisions by doing other tasks [24]. In the same study previously done by Hosseini and 

Khayyer [25], the Cronbach alpha coefficient rate was around .78, and similarly reported a general factor 

for the whole scale. The indexes of CFI and RMSEA were .95 and .06 respectively; the overall test of fit 

is found significant. 

 

Positive Affect and Negative Affect Scales (PANAS); Watson, Clark, and Tellegen [26]: The scale comes 

apart into two segments as the positive (10 items), and negative (10 items) emotions. Indeed, it extends 

from positive to negative scores that are comprised of 20 items. These scores range for both sets of items 

from 10 to 50. In a study by Watson, Clark, and Tellegen [26] the internal consistency range for PANAS in 

Table 1. Statistical Sampling in Male Bachelor Students of University of 

Tabriz 

 

Faculty groups Technical Engineering basic sciences 

Statistical population 3106 951 

Sample 216 70 
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positive effect was.86 -.90. Similarly, a range negative effect was about .84 - .87 [26]. In the current study 

stepwise multiple regression method used to measure validity. In both scales, the fit test was discussed. In 

addition, the statistic analyse for CFI was .95 and for RMSEA was .03, and the reliability and Cronbach's 

alpha for both emotion scales were .73 and .76, respectively. When eight items from positive and negative 

emotion models were eliminated, the statistic model was still significantly fit.  These eight items performed 

statistically well than the PANAS with 20 items. 

 

Heartland Forgiveness Scale (HFS) [8]: The HFS is an 18-item questionnaire to assess each of three facets 

of forgiveness: forgiveness of self, others, and situations. To score each of these items, write the same 

number for your score as you wrote for your response, which Forgiveness of Self Subscale (items 1 to 6), 

Forgiveness of Others Subscale: (items 7 to 12) and Forgiveness of Situations Subscale (items 13 to 18). 

Respondents used a 7‐point Likert-type scale to indicate the degree to which the items described how they 

typically responded to transgressions (1= Almost Always False of Me, 3= Sometimes False of Me, 5= 

Sometimes True of Me, and 7= Almost Always True of Me). The correlations between the HFS total, Self, 

Other, and Situation subscales administered were .83, .72, .73, and .77, respectively [8]. Stepwise multiple 

regression were obtained through CFI= .98 and RMSEA = .03. After eliminating four items from different 

components fit test is quite significant. The overall fit of the current model with removed four items was 

found to be statistically better than the HFS with 18 items. 

 

4. Results 

 

The descriptive statistics of orientation correlation for self-forgiving tendency, decisional-general 

procrastination and negative affect scales are summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, self-forgiveness has a 

negative correlation with negative affect (p <.001). The comparable data for forgiveness tendency and 

general decisional procrastination found a negatively significant relationship (p <.001) too. Importantly, the 

higher correlation linked the self- forgiveness and negative affect (-.52). Likewise, linked the decisional 

procrastinate tendency and negative effect shows to be a significant level (.38). 

 

Table 2. Mean and Standard Deviation Between the variables and correlation of Self- 

Forgiveness, negative emotion, decisional and general Procrastination 

 

Variables  M SD 1 2 

Self- Forgiveness 24.50 4.96 -  

Negative Emotion 15.45 4.96 -0.526**  

Decisional Procrastination 15.67 4.65 -0.138** 0.278** 

General Procrastination 12.03 3.90 0.222** 0.388** 

Note. **p < 0.001    *p < 0.05 

 

The theoretical model proposed to predict decisional and general procrastination by using AMOS program, 

and through the structural equation modelling was analysed. In addition, in descriptive analysis chi-squared 

test (χ2), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation (RMSEA) were implanted for comparative Fit Index in all subsequent analyses. Table 2 

presents the significant relative Fit Index. The results showed χ2 (p <.001) significant level. Also, the data 

analysed for The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) was equal.05 rate (Values closer 

less than.05 represent a good fit, and Values over .10 represent not good fit [28]), and for CFI =.95 and 

TLI=.92 were documented (between.90 to.95 for a good fit). The factor analysis and structural equation 
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models the self- forgiveness tendency, negative emotion, decisional and general procrastination indicate a 

good fit (See Table 2). 

 

Figure 2 presents decisional and general procrastination, negative affect, and self-forgiveness are latent 

structures based on our current theoretical model. All latent structures in the model showed high path 

coefficient. Thus, analysis of these high path coefficients indicated exogenous variables of self-forgiveness 

(β = .520) have Standardized canonical coefficients yielded significant to negative affect. On the other 

hand, there are two indirect effects; one is between self- forgiveness tendency and negative affect (β = -

.191), the other is between self- forgiveness tendency with decisional procrastination by medizing the 

negative effects (β = -.199). Similarly, these variables with decisional and general procrastination have a 

significant indirect affection (β = -.199). Thus, neither self-forgiveness, decisional and general 

procrastination were significant predictors in these variables.  

 

Figure 2. Structural Equation Model after Analyses through Fit Statistics model with our Theoretical 

Model 

 

 
 

Note. dashed lines = NS (not significant) 

 

5. Discussion 

 

However, it is important to note that the correlation results hold our theoretical model. As results showed 

significant level to predict decisional and general procrastination. Perhaps not surprisingly because of the 

full sample size it could not have an exact significant predictor for the statistical population. So, to reduce 

the effect size of sample group, other interpretations indexes were employed. We did not expect large 

effects, neither as direct prospective effects.  

 

6. Conclusions 

 

Our research shows the important direct relationship to hold increasing self-forgiveness decisional and 

behavioural procrastination behaviour (decisional and behavioural procrastination) by decreasing negative 
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affects as a mediator factor in bachelor degree students. Our hypothesis supported those forgiving 

tendencies by reducing negative affect, as an indirect effect, is having a significant impact on decisional 

procrastination behaviour. Furthermore, forgiveness with indirect affectation leads to making timely 

decisions, and more enough ability and energy to coping with the tasks. 

 

The present study shows that the students with higher self-criticism are unable to forgive their own mistake 

to promote their feelings positively, which leads to indicate avoidance from procrastination. The students 

who can forgive themselves (as higher self-forgiving tendency) to behave procrastinate express higher 

positive emotions. It is inferring to their ability to reduce the negative effect of oneself, and stop punishing 

own self for poor performance by increasing self-kindness towards oneself. While, in a contradictory 

relationship, the lower self-forgiving by reaching negative effect, activate unlucky enough to stop 

procrastinate toward themselves. To continue the negative effect procrastination may fail mood repairing in 

them.  

 

The role of the forgiveness in physical and psychological health extent by dealing with reducing the 

negative effect in the current study was aligned with previous documents [7,9]. Self-situations forgiveness 

has more correlation with various aspects of psychological well‐being, and mental health than the other's 

forgiveness, these findings are consistent with the theoretical model from Thompson, Snyder, et al. [8]. In 

addition, dispositional forgiveness may be important factor to maintain the health of intimate relationships 

such a people who have forgiving tend to have longer, more satisfying romantic relationships than people 

who are comparatively lower in forgiveness [8]. Lack of forgiveness often would predict the higher rates of 

anger, anxiety, depression, and satisfaction in life [8].  

 

Wide prevalence of procrastination in students would be an important factor to employ psychological 

motivation factors; like self-forgiveness, which have a significant negative difference with procrastinating 

behaviour. In terms of psychological treatment for procrastinating, there is highlighted to important reasons 

why procrastination should be new shedding light on theorists' emphasis to reduce experiencing negative 

affect, failure in life, and education performance. Thus, experimental results focused on decrease feelings 

of shame or guilt, because self-criticism and punishing ones own self could reduce procrastination 

behaviour in students; the initial role of this behaviour is self-indulgent behaviour. 

 

The current study had several limitations, such as limitation in our samples. Only male gender and cross-

sectional research, the present study has important implications for the psychological deal with 

procrastination in male bachelor students. Most importantly, the limitations in generalization, 

psychological training through the growing aspects of life, utilizing various treatment and methods of 

applying forgiveness is considerable through counselling and psychotherapy services. Future researches 

must be explored on the effects of the relationship between self-forgiveness tendency, behavioural and 

decisional procrastination in other groups of students.  
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